
Subject : RE

Progression of Skills and Knowledge         

Year
Group 

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

Nursery Celebrating special times
Sukkot

● Thankfulness: gratefulness or
appreciation of what God has
provided for people in terms of
homes and food for Jewish
people. Learning the power of
saying thank you to others

● Remembrance: the children
learning about how Jews
remember the story of Moses
leading the people through the
desert

● Celebrating: the importance of
marking stages of life and
reflecting on a value

Guru Nanak’s birthday
● Special people: remembering

special people
● Special teachings:  thinking

about special teachings followed
by people in our community

● Sharing and equality: finding out
how Sikh people do this because
of what Guru Nanak taught

Diwali

Aspects of identity and relationships
What happened to Dogger?

● Specialness: everyone has objects
which are special to them

● Relationships: people like brothers
and sisters are also special to us. If
we are special to each other then we
care for each other

Stories and what they tell us
Muhammed and the Kitten

● Creation: For Muslims, all living
things are part of Allah’s creation

● Responsibility: humans are
responsible for all living things

● Role models: People, like
Muhammad for Muslims, show us
how to behave

The lost sheep
● Losing and Finding
● Love, and family
● Belonging

Celebrating special times
Easter

Stories and what they tell us
The hare and the tortoise

Celebrating special times
Eid ul Fitr

● Adults fasting during Ramadan: to
remember Allah

● Celebrating: Eid with family and
friends

● Sharing: food with family and
friends

● Giving something up: food and
drink during daylight hours

● To be grateful: for all Muslim
people enjoy throughout the year,
all the luxuries

Aspects of identity and relationships
My Hindu faith

● Love: thinking about how we show
love to others

● Worship: How people who believe
in God/gods show their love to
him/her/it

What makes a place special?



Good and Bad: characters in stories.
Making choices about how we behave

● Light: as a symbol of goodness
and happiness

● Sharing food: share we others

Christmas
● Birth and growing up: Jesus is

celebrated as a baby but is
remembered because of his life
as an adult

● Jesus as a special baby: for
Christians, Jesus is God’s Son

● Symbols of Christmas: Light, a
symbol of joy but also of God’s
presence

● Gifts: They are given at
Christmas as a reminder of the
gifts given by the Kings who
visited Jesus when he was small.
Jesus was God’s gift.

● Sadness of Jesus’ crucifixion and
death on Good Friday

● Happiness/joy of Jesus’ resurrection
on Easter Day.  For Christians,
Jesus’ resurrection meant that he
had overcome death.

● Symbols of sadness: crucifix, hot
cross buns

● Symbols of joy/new life: Easter eggs,
flowers, Easter cards, baby animals

● Special places include spaces that
are important and significant to
children.

● Special places may include
religious buildings, spaces in the
home, school and other countries.

● A place which makes you feel at
peace, happy, excited and safe

Receptio
n

Celebrating special times
Sukkot

● Thankfulness: gratefulness or
appreciation of what God has
provided for people in terms of
homes and food for Jewish
people. Learning the power of
saying thank you to others

Aspects of identity and relationships
My Muslim faith

● Muslim belief in Allah the Creator,
washing and prayer, special places
such as the mosque and the Ka’ba,
the Holy Book, the Qur’an and
special times such as Hajj,
Ramadan and Eid festivals.

Aspects of identity and relationships
How do we make friends?
New beginnings feeling lonely
Friendship, real and imposed
Patience/perseverance e.g. trying different
ways of getting along
with others
Identity e.g. establishing your ‘presence’
within a group



● Remembrance: the children
learning about how Jews
remember the story of Moses
leading the people through the
desert

● Celebrating: the importance of
marking stages of life and
reflecting on a value

Guru Nanak’s birthday
● Special people: remembering

special people
● Special teachings:  thinking

about special teachings followed
by people in our community

● Sharing and equality: finding out
how Sikh people do this because
of what Guru Nanak taught

Diwali
Good and Bad: characters in stories.
Making choices about how we behave

● Light: as a symbol of goodness
and happiness

● Sharing food: share we others

Christmas
● Birth and growing up: Jesus is

celebrated as a baby but is
remembered because of his life
as an adult

● Jesus as a special baby: for
Christians, Jesus is God’s Son

Stories and what they tell us
Donkey in the tiger skin

● Special things: what makes
something special to someone

● Being ourselves: being true to
ourselves

● Rules: How rules can help us to stay
safe and live good lives

● The good Samaritan
● Friendship;
● Love;
● Helpfulness

Celebrating special times
Easter

● Sadness of Jesus’ crucifixion and
death on Good Friday

● Happiness/joy of Jesus’ resurrection
on Easter Day.  For Christians,
Jesus’ resurrection meant that he
had overcome death.

● Symbols of sadness: crucifix, hot
cross buns

● Symbols of joy/new life: Easter eggs,
flowers, Easter cards, baby animals

Stories and what they tell us
The lost coin
Losing and Finding:
Love, and family:
Belonging:

Celebrating special times
Eid ul Fitr

● Adults fasting during Ramadan: to
remember Allah

● Celebrating: Eid with family and
friends

● Sharing: food with family and
friends

● Giving something up: food and
drink during daylight hours

● To be grateful: for all Muslim
people enjoy throughout the year,
all the luxuries

Church visit
Why Christians go to this place?



● Symbols of Christmas: Light, a
symbol of joy but also of God’s
presence

● Gifts: They are given at
Christmas as a reminder of the
gifts given by the Kings who
visited Jesus when he was small.
Jesus was God’s gift.

Year 1 What can be special about living with
family and friends?

● Retell at least two stories from
different religions that tell people
how to behave towards others

● Consider what is special about
where I live and my family

● Explain and compare special
things that happen in different
families

How do Christians celebrate
Christmas?

● Retell the Christmas story.
● Explain what is important to a

Christian person in the Christmas
story and why

● Chose a present for a special
baby and say why I have chosen
it

● Explain the significance of
Christmas to Christians

How do you belong to Hinduism?
● Retell Hindu stories and messages

and explain what is important to a
Hindu person and why

● Draw and name the objects on a
puja tray and explain how they are
used and why they are important to
Hindu people.

● Explain what I would place on a tray
to help someone from a different
religion worship God.

How do you belong to Christianity?
● Name and talk about key Christian

objects, artefacts, beliefs, teachings
and practices

● Investigate what happens at a
church Christening or dedication
service

What does it mean to be a Muslim?
● Understand how the everyday

actions of a Muslim are influenced
by their beliefs and values

● Retell Muslim stories and
messages and explain what is
important to a Muslim person and
why

● Explain why Muhammad is
important for Muslims and how
Muslim people show they belong to
their religion

How do you belong to Sikhi?
● Learn about the 5K’s, Amrit and

Sikhi main beliefs
● Identify what happens in a Sikhi

ceremony
● List three things that show how the

pupils are a good person and why
following the Sikhi religion could
make a Sikhi a good person,



● Think about where they belong and
special ceremonies that they have
participated in

● Learn about different types of
families and what they share
together

● Suggest meanings for religious
actions and symbols

● Discuss and connect ideas between
different religions

explaining why these actions are
good and suggest ways in which
the lists are similar or different

Year 2 Where did the world come from and
how should we look after it?

● To retell and sequence the story
of creation

● Explain what a
Christian/Muslim/Jew and what a
Hindu would understand from
their creation story

● compare views with other people
suggestions about how the world
began

Why are different books special for
different people?

● Explain why holy books are
special

● Explain how people can learn
from holy books, why they are
important to a believer

Why did Jesus tell stories?
● Retell a Christian story and say

some things that Christians believe

● Show understanding of what Jesus
taught people

● Describe what a believer might learn
from a religious story or a sacred
text and how they would apply this to
their life

Why is Easter important to Christians?
● Sequence the Easter story and say

why it is important to Christians
● Explain what a Christian might learn

from celebrating the Last supper

How does special food and fasting help
people in their faith?

● Consider what I might give up and
why if I were to fast

● Explain what food is special to eat
at certain times for Muslims and
Christians

● Explain why people fast and why it
is important to believers

What does it mean to say sorry?
● Retell what different religions and

worldviews teach about
forgiveness

● Make relevant points in a
discussion on forgiveness and link
my ideas to everyday life



● Compare what is important to me
to others

● Design an Easter card using more
than one symbol and write a
message to Christian inside

● Explore questions about meaning
and values and express my own
ideas and opinions in response to
others using art, words or poetry

Year 3 What is the significance of light?
● Explain the meaning of light to

me and others
● Make connections between what

I and others believe and do and
between different religious
festivals of light

● Understand how a festival can
help people to deepen their faith

How do Jews celebrate their beliefs at
home and in the synagogue?

● Identify what Jews celebrate and
why

● Explain 2 important symbols
found in a synagogue

● Describe the important features
of the symbols, connecting them
to Jewish beliefs and Jewish
people’s lives in 21st century

● Explain how these objects help
Jewish people to worship God

How did Jesus and Buddha make people
stop and think?

● Analyse 2 different stories that
challenge people from 2 different
religions

● Write a thoughtful story that asks an
important question about life and
challenges people to think about it

● Connect ideas between religious
stories and practices in religion

How and why do Hindu people celebrate
Holi?

● Relate the meaning from a story to
Hindu practices today

● Describe what a Hindu might learn
from celebrating Holi about what
God is like

● Apply teachings from Holi for a
Hindu person’s life today

What do Sikh symbols and sayings tells
us about Sikhi beliefs?

● Investigate Sikh symbols and
sayings

● Apply how Sikh and English
sayings impact people’s lives today

● Linking similar teachings from
different religions

What can we learn about special
symbols and signs used in special
religions?

● Create my own piece of art
● Explain my choices with reference

to a specific religion
● Use and connect key R.E.

vocabulary
● Express my point of view



Year 4 What makes me the person I am?
● Describe and understand links to

stories and their impact in
people’s lives

● Compare two different religious
teachings/beliefs and say how
they are similar and different to
each other

● Identify an issue that matters and
come up with a number of things
that could be done to resolve i

What religions and worldviews are
represented in our neighbourhood?

● Explain why a person attends a
place of worship and the benefits
of going to a place of worship

● Outline similarities and
differences between different
places of worship in my
neighbourhood

● Express through art/drama/film
or design what is important in
religious practices in Newham

Why is the Bible special for Christians?
● Describe how beliefs and stories

from the Bible can have an impact
today in people’s lives

● Apply ideas like guidance or
inspiration to my own chosen
‘favourite words’

● Make links between the sayings of
different religious groups and show
how they are similar and different

Why is Easter important to Christians?
● Explain why Easter is special to

Christians
● Analyse the similar and different

things Christians do to celebrate
Easter

● Evaluate how Easter symbols are
used by the different Christians

● Explain what is the most important
part of Easter are for a range of
Christians and why

How and why do Hindus worship in the
home and in the Mandir?

● Compare and contrast ideas about
God

● Explain Hindu god characteristics
shown through symbolic pictures

● Compare some of the things that
are important to Hindu people in
worship

What happens when someone gets
married?

● Explain what vows mean to me and
others

● Make comparisons and explain
why Hindu’s and Muslims have
certain marriage rituals

● Express my view, opinions on
marriages and explain what is
important to me and why



Year 5 How important is thankfulness?
● Explain the impact of people’s

beliefs and their relationship to
their actions

● Enquire into and interpret ideas,
sources and arguments from
different religions and worldviews

● Explain, giving the reasons why
expressing thankfulness is
important

● Express feelings (yours and
other peoples) about
thankfulness

How is Christmas celebrated around
the world?

● Suggest reasons for some of the
similarities and differences
between Matthew and Luke’s
account of the birth of Jesus

● Suggest reasons for the impact
of the coming of Jesus in a
Christian person’s life

● Apply important messages from
the original Christmas story to a
modern-day situation

What do different religions believe about
God and what is the Humanist
viewpoint?

● Explain the impact of people’s
beliefs about the existence of God
on their lives and practices

● Appraise different answers to the
question about what God is like by a
Sunni and Shia Muslims/ Christians/
Hindu and Sikh people thoughtfully

● Suggest reasons for and against
people’s trust and belief in God

How do Christians try to follow Jesus'
example?

● Discuss how different Christians
interpret a Bible story today

● Make links between the beliefs
(teachings, sources etc.) of different
Christian groups

● Explain the impact of Jesus’
example in a number of different
Christians lives helping them to live
the right way

What inner forces affect how we think
and behave?

● Ask questions about the moral
decisions I and other people make,
and suggest what might happen as
a result of different decisions

● Explain the impact of an
inspirational person’s life on other
people

● Connect a person’s actions to their
faith

Why is Muhammad important to Muslim
people?

● Compare and contrast practices
that are important to a Muslim
person with my own life.

● Analyse the similarities and
differences with reference to
quotations from people or from the
Qur’an and hadith

● Explain the impact of the Shahada
on Muhammad’s life and for a
Muslim person today

Year 6 What qualities are important to
present day religious leaders?

What similarities and differences do
religions and worldviews share?

What do people believe about life after
death?



● Explain the roles and duties of
religious leaders in several
religions, including examples in
both religious and secular
communities. Comment on the
role of religious leaders in UK
government and worldwide
politics

● Write a job description for a
religious leader and compare it
with another religion

● Critically evaluate the role of
more than one religious leader in
the world

How is art important in Christianity?
● Write about different art forms

used in Christianity to express
beliefs about God,

● Explain how this is similar or
different to another religion.

● Comment on the symbolic
importance of colours and music,
with specific examples.
Associating these to specific
Christian events and beliefs

● Use the right religious words to
describe and compare what
practices and experiences may be
involved in belonging to different
religious groups

● Describe why people belong to
religions and explain how similarities
and differences within and between
religions can make a difference to
the lives of individuals and
communities

● Appraise different religious practices
and evaluate reasons for them

What are the sources of the story about
what happened on the first Easter
Sunday?

● Describe and compare what
practices and experiences may be
involved in belonging to different
churches at Easter

● Describe why people belong to
Christianity, and explain how
similarities and differences in how
Easter is celebrated makes a
difference to their lives

● Explain how different Christians
mark Easter as an important festival,

● Link and explain ideas from
different religions on life and death
as well as my own

● Ask questions about things that are
important to me and others around
life and death and suggest answers
which relate to my own and others’
lives

● Appreciate and appraise different
views on life after death, as well as
explain with reasons my own
thoughts

How do different religions and
worldviews create celebrations?

● explain two or more religions and
their celebrations, describing
specific religious and cultural
practices.

● explain and give reasons for how
some practices are forbidden in
some religious and celebratory in
others

● critically evaluate different religious
and world views on celebrations



expressing insight into the difference
Easter makes to the lives of modern
Christians


